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The Tarascon Pocket Orthopaedica is designed as the ultimate portable reference for the busy

orthopaedist or primary care physician involved in orthopaedics or sports medicine. This concise,

organized pocket guide is packed with essential lists, figures, tables providing instant reminders of

hard-to-remember yet vitally important clinical information. The Tarascon Pocket Orthopaedica

boasts extensive high-quality original artwork detailing extremity anatomy, fracture classifications,

radiologic views, and orthopaedic procedures. This pocketbook is meticulously referenced and

provides expert commentary on current academic controversies within the field.
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I'm an EM Resident on my Ortho rotation now. I carry an iPhone with Pepid, Netter and many vital

medical programs. I also carry one book, this little gem. They've condensed the most important

anatomy, landmarks, exam findings, etc. into a book I carry all the time in my scrub top.

Very useful book for reference. I love it. Recommended book. Small but very good book from

famous author and editors

My orthopaedic rotation was only 5 weeks long (PA Student), nonetheless, this book was invaluable

to me. It was in my lab coat as long as I was wearing it. I just love the way it puts it all together

concisely and in an organized manner



All aspects of this product's ordering experience were superb, except one. Namely, I don't use the

item requested as often as I thought I might.

I got this manual about a year ago as a gift, and I have really gotten a lot out of it. It's filled with very

useful information, and it'll save your neck on a daily basis, at least. Ever since I got it, many of the

other residents in my hospital have been buying it, and the consensus is that it can make your life a

whole lot easier. The anatomy section is probably one of the most consulted ones, with a very good

table with the origin and insertion of every muscle in the body, along with innervation. Of course, the

handbook isn't really complete, as there are many omissions, especially in orthopaedic ailments.

The trauma section is quite good, but there are many fracture classifications missing.Obviously, no

handbook of this size can ever include every single item you'll need at one point or another, but this

one does a good job of covering all the bases, and it's a tool no ortho resident will want to go

without (and probably many attendings, as well)

concise, good text, succinct, and some good drawings of breaks and such that all medical students

need in a SMALL format to carry around in your pockets. I used some of the illustrations, blown up,

on the wall in an urgent care clinic for nursing/med students/interns to see for reference. Each

edition (I have 2nd)is a bit different. There are meds for skin infections, peripheral dermatomes

(which I used a LOT w exams), nerve charts, ligaments, peds ortho problems frequently

encountered, different types of fractures, illustrated--and emergency and gen ortho info, all at your

fingertips. Small print, I needed glasses to read mine, but the one I had I used WELL. Worth the

small price, but look at a copy to see if U will use it before U buy it. I used it all through Residency, I

admit it.

A great fan of the Pocket Pharmacopoeia, Pediatric Emergency Handbook, Critical Care/Internal

Medicine handbook, I was really looking forward to a concise orthopedic handbook for my primary

care practice.Unfortunately, Tarascon's Pocket Orthopaedica is really better suited to an orthopedist

(or at least an orthopedist in training).Too much detail about orthopedic anatomy and surgical

procedures and less about general diagnosis and management of common orthodic PROBLEMS.I

don't anticipate that I'll ever find a use for this book.

Tarascon Pocket Orthopaedica initially looks like another attempt at fitting both useful and trivia



information (which the bosses seemed to always ask even though its trivia) in your pocket; except it

IS thin and small enough for most pockets and it is full of ORGANISED data.While certainly not for

exams or sorts, I use it for the 5 minutes break in between cases and a quick lookup on anatomical

stuff (I really like the muscle lists). And you don't have to buy battries or worry about sitting on it

(seen too many palm pilot lost on bums)
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